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Social Media Marketing
Email Marketing
LinkedIn Marketing
Digital brochures and other marketing materials

JAV Resource Corp understands the problems faced by small businesses
in the digital economy. Our digital marketing experts lead the SMBs
towards growth by implementing marketing strategy small business.
We collaborate with you in every aspect of digital marketing. Whether you
are looking for a website marketing strategy or social media marketing
service, we will be on track with you.
Our digital marketing experts work on these strategies to give you results
that make a difference and great impact on your businesses.
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Target audience analysis
Social campaign (organic or paid) accessing the desired audience
Observing audience behavior and updating the strategy
Building conversion through social media
Enhancing brand awareness
Increasing user interaction across all platforms
Building and retaining a positive image of the brand

Social media is simply essential for businesses now! So, it’s imperative to
improve social media marketing of your business and convert it into a brand
that people remember. 

We don’t advance without having a well-discussed strategy. Our Social Media
Marketing Team boosts your presence on all platforms by following this social
media strategy:

Let’s Manage Your Social Media Platform
and Enjoy Increased Sales.02

Mobile-friendly emails
Monthly/ Weekly Newsletter 
Feature business updates
Discounts / special offers updates
Giveaways
User feedback survey

Email Marketing - Make Your Email Directory Your Business Growth Partner
Email marketing has become a powerful content marketing technique that
many e-commerce businesses use today. Emails can enhance your customers’
loyalty. Our Marketing Team enhances your brand awareness among the
existing and new customers. We send personalized emails to showcase your
business positively.

We actively track our email marketing campaign through:

Email Marketing - Make Your Email
Directory Your Business Growth Partner03



It addresses actual problems
They Help Save Valuable Time
They Increase Your Efficiency

Whether you are designing posters, refining marketing materials, or creating a
model for your leaflets and brochures; it can be tempting to keep all elements
of your design process ‘in house’. While this can create a sense of unity for your
project, outsourcing elements of your work to a design company can address
several common wrinkles and help improve the quality of your end-product.

So, here are three essential reasons why outsourcing just makes sense in the
modern marketplace.

Digital Brochures and Other Marketing
Materials05

LinkedIn Marketing – Showcase Your
Business Among Global Professionals

Updating your company’s page
Original and native story writing
Business services explanation with a user-friendly tone
Highlighting your work as a unique showcase
Reaching out to the audience through advanced search tools
Active participation of your company on LinkedIn

LinkedIn marketing solutions expand your business scope to potentially big
clients. Building a positive image on LinkedIn ensures a positive brand identity
in your industry.

Our LinkedIn marketing campaigns enhance your voice over the platform by
following:
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